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Abstract
Chemokines can be divided into four categories: α, β, γ, and δ. Chemokine α is related to neutrophil chemotaxis. Chemokine β is correlated with adsorption of monocytes, basophils, and eosinophils. Chemokine γ is mainly a lymphocyte chemokine. Function of chemokine δ remains unclear. Chemokines α and β are primarily related to occurrence and development of autoimmune thyroid disease. This study reviews chemokines and their receptors that are related to Graves’ disease and Hashimoto’s thyroiditis.

Autoimmune thyroid diseases (AITD) include Graves’ disease (GD) and Hashimoto’s thyroiditis (HT). The former takes advantage of stimulation of thyroid function, whereas the latter destroys thyroid tissues. However, pathogenesis of these disease still require full understanding. Chemokines play important roles in many autoimmune diseases, such as rheumatoid arthritis, myasthenia gravis, and multiple sclerosis. Thus, in recent years, considerable attention was paid to structure, function, and effects of chemokines and their receptors on AITD pathogenesis. This study discusses chemokines and their receptors that are closely related to the pathogenesis of AITD based on the following aspects: definition of chemokines, chemokines and their receptors that are associated with AITD, and their receptors that are related to GD and HT.

Overview of chemokines associated with AITD

Chemokine
Chemokines represent a group of secretory proteins whose relative molecular mass measures 8000 to 12,000. Chemokines can activate leukocyte chemotaxis, attract neutrophils and monocyte/macrophages to inflammation lesions, enhance phagocytosis of inflammatory cells, and promote release of inflammatory proteins and inflammatory mediators. Chemokines also directly participate in inflammatory processes. Cytokines and chemical inducers can regulate chemokines. In the immune system, interleukin (IL), interferon (IFN), tumor necrosis factor (TNF), and transforming growth factor-beta (TGF-β) interact with each other, play important regulatory functions, and in abnormal situations, cause immune pathological reactions. According to position of conserved cysteine (C), structural chemokines can be divided into the following: (1) chemokine α (chemokine (C-X-C motif) ligand 1 (CXCL1)-17), which is related to neutrophil chemotaxis; (2) chemokine β (CCL1-28), which is associated with adsorption of monocytes, basophils, and eosinophils; (3) chemokine γ (XCL1 and XCL2), which is a lymphocyte chemokine; and (4) chemokine δ (CX3C1), which anchors only to cell membrane of the brain. Chemokine receptors belong to seven transmembrane G protein-coupled receptor superfamly, which can be divided into CXC, CC, C, and CX3C receptors. Cells with immune characteristics and endothelial cells mainly express chemokine receptors. Factors and receptors show diverse interaction. Chemokines can bind to many receptors. For example, chemokine Regulated Upon Activation of Normal T-cell Expressed and Secreted (RANTES) can bind to CCR (1, 3, and 5) and three receptors. In the same sense, one receptor can also combine with different chemokines. The receptor CCR3 can bind to chemokine monocyte chemotactic protein (MCP)-22,
eotaxins, and MCP-23. Studies on chemokines and their receptors made advances considering that some chemokines were found to inhibit HIV infection in 1995. To date, nearly 50 chemokines and 20 chemokine receptors are discovered.

**Chemokines and receptors associated with AITD**

In recent years, AITD-related chemokines became a significant research topic. Some studies showed that mRNA expression of CXC subtribe chemokine IFN induced protein-γ-10 (IP-10) and IFN-γ-induced mononuclear cell factor (Mig) in GD and HT thyroid tissue samples. Goulvestre et al. [8] studied cytokines and chemokines expressed in thyroid tissues. Their results showed increased expressions of CCL21, CXCL12, CXCL13, and CCL22 in thyroid tissues of AITD patients. Especially, significant increases were observed in expressions of CXCL12, CXCL13, and CCL22 formed by ectopic lymphoid follicles in AITD tissues. B-Cell expression in type 1 diabetic patients can induce IFN-γ to produce chemokine CXCL9 and 10, which are associated with CXCR3-positive cytotoxic T cells entering islets of Langerhans [9]. Kemp et al. [10] discovered that factors, such as MCP-1, expression of normal T cells and secretory factor, and macrophage inflammatory protein-1α, are expressed in thyroid gland tissues of most GD patients. Reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction presented abnormal expression of IFN-γ transgenic mice, which were used as HT model, and results indicated expression of CCL4, CXCL9, and CXCL11 [11]. Some studies [12] proved that CCL2 is related to pathogenesis of experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis.

**Hotspot chemokines associated with GD**

IP-10 and Mig are mainly concentrated in GD thyroid follicular epithelial cells (TFCs), which are adjacent to lymphocytic infiltration [13]. IP-10 and Mig expressions in thyroid tissues are affected by various proinflammatory cytokines, of which IFN-γ is the most important. In GD, lymphocytes activated by autoimmunity secrete large amounts of proinflammatory cytokines, such as IFN-γ, providing environmental conditions for induction and composition of IP-10 and Mig. Then, IP-10 and Mig chemotaxis of inflammatory cells (mainly T lymphocytes) infiltrate, proliferate, induce immune reaction mediated by specific antigens, and destruct the thyroid gland or its functions. Activated T lymphocyte secrete various cytokines, including TNF-α, IFN-γ, and IL, inducing expression of major histocompatibility antigen complex-class II antigen in TFC of lesions. This phenomenon enhances autoimmune capacity of macrophages and dendritic cells. Simultaneously, intercellular adhesion molecule-1 and lymphocyte function-related antigen-3 play important roles in recognition of antigenic specificity, hyperplasia-related signal transduction, and effector cells on target cells. During IFN-γ-induced IP-10 and Mig formation, cytokines TNF-α and IL-1β exhibit strong synergistic effects. IL-4 can increase induced effects of IFN-γ and TNF-α on IP-10 and Mig. Garcia-Lopez et al. observed that TFCs cultured in vitro of AITD patients expressed IP-10 and Mig, and these expressions increased after stimulation of TFCs by IFN-γ. Compared with peripheral blood lymphocytes, expressions of chemokine receptor CXCR3, CCR2, and CCR5 increase in thyroid gland lymphocytes of AITD patients. These results illustrate that TFCs can regulate specific types of lymphocyte recruitment during AITD formation by generating chemotactic factors, such as IP-10 and Mig. High level of CXCL10 in serum is related to active markers of autoimmune diseases. Corona et al. [16] discovered that blood flow in thyroid gland increases when level of CXCL10 significantly increased in the peripheral blood of patients with GD. Maximal systolic velocity and thyroid volume of thyroid gland are correlated with levels of CXCL10 in peripheral blood. This phenomenon indicates that thyroid angiogenesis is regulated by CXCL10 effect. Several angiogenesis events were observed during inflammation; these phenomena occurred upon reaching a relatively balance point between angiogenesis factors and stability factors [17]. Occurrence and changes in thyroid new blood vessels in patients with GD,
which is characterized by predominance of thyroid function, are related to high concentration of vascular endothelial growth factor generated by TFCs, which are involved in thyroid-stimulating antibody response. After CXCR3 montage, combination of variant B and CXCL10 stabilizes angiogenesis. However, angiogenic factors can completely destabilize variant B.

Chemokines associated with HT and related studies

Characteristics of HT
HT is characterized by specific thyroid autoantibodies, such as antithyroidperoxidase antibody (TPOAb) and antithyroglobulin antibody (TGAb), in vivo and infiltration of a large number of inflammatory cells in the thyroid gland; it severely destroys normal structure of the thyroid and decreases thyroid function. HT pathogenesis remains to be clarified. However, scholars consider possible disruption in balance between inhibitory T lymphocytes and auxiliary T cells. Function of the former decreases, whereas that of the latter increases. This phenomenon enables B lymphocytes, the most common of which are TPOAb (previously known as anti-thyroid microsome antibody) and TGAb, to produce anti-thyroid autoantibodies in large quantities. Cytotoxicity mediated by some of these antibody cells and natural killer cells damages thyroid cells, and thyroid tissue is infiltrated by inflammatory cells, mainly by lymphocytes and CD4+ T cells; a small part of CD8+ cytotoxic T lymphocytes also participates in this phenomenon[18].

Chemokines associated with HT
Thyroid of HT patients present increased expression levels of CCL3, 4, and 5 and CXCL12, CXCL13, CXCL14, CCL18, CCL19, CCL21, and CCL22. An increase can also be observed in expression levels of chemokine CXCL9 and 10, which can induce IFN-γ in thyroid of HT patients. Combination of HT chemokines CXCL10 and CXCR3 mainly recruits activated T lymphocytes. Then, lymphocytes and other inflammatory cells are activated and diffusely infiltrate thyroid tissues. Some studies indicated that CXCL10 plays important pathological roles during the initial stage of HT; these functions include expression of CXCL10 in the newly formed vascular endothelial cells and infiltration of inflammatory cells and thyroid cells. Expression site of CXCR3 receptor is also consistent. No expression of CXCL10 was detected in glands of non-AITD patients. High expression of CXCL10 in thyroid cells obtained from HT patients was observed by immunohistochemistry. By evaluating mRNA and protein levels in glands, high expression of CXCL10 confirmed the role of CXCL10 in HT[19–21].

Study model of chemokines associated with HT
To investigate roles of chemokines in HT, most researchers combined usage of thyroglobulin and immune adjuvant through injection in animals, mainly rabbit HT models. Thyroid glands of immune animal can express CCL2 (MCP-1) and CCL5 (RANTES). Infiltration of inflammatory cells in the thyroid usually lasts for two months, and normal structure of thyroid gland recovers after this incident. This situation prevents animal models from simulating actual chronic thyroid destruction in human HT patients. Mice lymphocytes immunized with Tg and isolated and cultured by thyroglobulin and IL-12 in vitro are injected into normal mice to induce intra-thyroid granulomatous inflammation and to cope with deficiency of rabbit HT model. Application of IFN-γ transgenic mouse model positively affects studies of the relationship between chemokines and HT.

In summary, chemokines play important roles in pathogenesis of AITD. Monitoring changes of chemokines in peripheral blood of patients with AITD serves as reference for evaluating and predicting development of AITD. In-depth clinical and basic experimental studies enable detection of serum chemokine changes[22,23]. Related products of chemokines and their receptors are important topics for clinical research, which are expected to bring new diagnostic and therapeutic methods for AITD, organ-specific autoimmune diseases, and tumors[24–30]. Pathogenesis of AITD remains to be clarified. Epidemiological investigation and animal models confirmed that excessive intake of iodine can induce or aggravate AITD occurrence and progression. However, further research should still elucidate pathogenic mechanism of iodine on AITD. Additional studies should also determine whether expression of chemokines and their receptors is the key link in excess iodine in the thyroid body. Research should also focus on actively exploring pathogenesis of AITD and identifying specific mechanism of its occurrence and development to determine specific intervention methods.
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